


MODEL ~-g~ DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CLOCK 

The unique Model Six- Seventy Digital Electronic Clock is designed for general time-keeping w herever there is 
the need for the most advanced, precise and logical method of ind icating the time of day. 
Using the most modern electron ic techniques, the S ix -Seventy has no moving parts and is therefore completely 
silent in operation. A single control sets the time and a sing le switch instantly programmes the clock to indicate on 
either the 12- or 24-hour t ime system. Specia l circuits are incorporated which prevent the Six- Seventy showing 
an incorrect time should the mains supply be interrupted and the internal power supply is full y stabi lised against 
wide mains supply vo ltage fluctuations. 
Mounted on a series of miniature plug - in printed circuit boards. the extremely re liable electronic ci rcuits convert 
timing pulses into discrete time units. wh ich are then displayed on large size neon display tubes of the latest types. 
This brilliant illuminated display, which changes once every second, is easily readable at a distance in excess of 
forty feet, even under bright ambient lighting conditions. and has a useful life rated in tens of thousands of hours. 
Because no redundant information is ever presented, a glance at the vivid display is sufficient to record accurately 
the time of day to the second . 
The Six-Seventy display is not only easy to read w ithout any possibility of w rong interpretation. but it is also the 
most advanced and logical way of showing the time of day. It is logical because it is the only way to d isplay the 
24-hour time system w ithout ambiguity. It is logical because the time is flashed to you second by second, in numbers, 
just as t ime is written throughout the world. 
The Six-Seventy is a precise and logical advance in general time-keeping. 
Suitable for either desk or wall mounting and w ith a choice of four modern colours for the robust contemporary 
styled case, the S ix -Seventy w ill blend perfectly with all decors. 
The Six-Seventy is fully guaranteed by Darang Electron ics Limited for a period of two years from date of purchase. 
including all labour and return carriage charges with in the United Kingdom. 
A full technica l speci fi ca tion appears on the back page of th is brochure. 
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